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The Kind of R&B that's Hip-Hop fused with soul. High energy, and soulful sound. 10 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: G-Wes, is what you

would call Hip- Hop fused with Soul. He brings to the World of Music his experiences with a Backround in

recording, production, and Performance which is extensive. He has worked with the likes of Ginuwine,

Aaliyah, Kelly Price, Dave Hollister, Tony Terry, Tony Braxton, Debbie Allen, and more. He writes and

Produces his own Material as well as collaborates with other established production entities on various

projects; having also had the pleasure of working with some of the many talents out of the bad Boy ENT.

Family. Now, with the formation of his solo debut He is fully prepared to embark on a New performance

plateau that can only skyrocket upward. Its evident and clear; its G. WES s time to shine. Influenced by

the likes of such artists as, Marvin Gaye, Luther Vandross, Earth Wind and Fire, Jackie Wilson, Howard

Hewitt, Peabo Bryson, and many more, He is pure high-energy soul. Born in the roots of Gospel and

raised with the best influences of R and B Soul, He brings to the Music scene of the 21st century, an

amped up and fresh perspective of R and B. His vibe is contagious. His feel is Authentic. Once you

experience a taste of what he has in store, you cant help but find yourself caught up in the groove; havin

one Hell of a good time! He sounds like No one and Everyone! You can tell he's something fresh and

new, but you feel you've heard him somewhere before, that the sound is familiar to you, and you can't

quite picture when and where you've heard it, but you Know you love it! You are ready to hear him again

and again!
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